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**DRO**
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- **Publication date:** 1946
- **Place of Publication:** Geelong, Vic.
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- **Language:** eng
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- **Copyright notice:** This work is free of known copyright restrictions.
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**After**

**FUSION**

- **Title:** The promise of things to come ...

**Credits**

- Author: Heidi Campbell
- Geelong opens for business
- Frieze: more than meets the eye
- Physical education
- Gallery: authoritative activities
- Lore: Summer: a glorious looking specimen

**Scholarships and Connections:** Indonesians, Papua New Guineans and Australians, 1960-2010
Intro

Deakin University’s new exhibition system, Fusion, is intended to:

• Showcase the unique materials and treasures in Deakin’s Special Collection.
• Promote digitised open access material
• Highlight and showcase research
• Involve the community in collaborative projects
Why Omeka?

- Focus on exhibitions/showcasing
- Extensive and highly active user community
- Great support structure
- Out of the box
- Modular design, with plugins
- Highly flexible
- Support for community involvement
- And more ...
Repo to expo

- DRO retains archival and access files
- Lower quality PDFs and all images uploaded to Fusion
- DRO functionality embedded in Fusion e.g. BookReade
- Flash Player
- Records exported from DRO and imported to Fusion via CSV Import plugin (issues with Fedora and OAI-PMH)
- DRO uses MODS; Fusion uses Dublin Core
Lessons learnt

- Go easy on the themes and plugins
- HTML expertise desirable for exhibition creation
- Keep the audience in mind
- Customise code only if you’re prepared to commit to its maintenance
- Don’t create an exhibit until all relevant records are complete and verified
- Check all themes before making them available
- IE 10 issues
Future plans

- Digitisation projects
- Additional Omeka installations for researchers
- User commenting, tags
- Crowd sourced transcribing
- Archive It